In this paper we study the initial boundary value problem for logarithmic Higher Order Wave equation. Introducing the Logarithmic Sobolev inequality and using the combination of Galerkin method, we consider the theorem of existence of a global weak solution to problem for the initial boundary value problem of the logarithmic wave equation. By constructing an appropriate Lyapunov function, we obtain the decay estimates of energy for logarithmic Higher Order Wave equation. The proof of the main theorem is given.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the initial boundary value problem of the logarithmic wave equation where Ω ⊂ , n ≥ 1, is a bounded domain with smooth boundary Ω, k ≥ 1 and = (− ) , m ≥ 1 is a natural number and 0 < < 1 is a small parameter. We deal with decay estimates of energy for (1.1) − (1.3). Hiramatsu [4] when studying the dynamics of Q-balls in theoretical physics. There is extensive literature on logarithmic equation used by Enzo Vitillaro [2] and Gorka P. [3] , nonlinearity of waves used by Bialynicki-Birula, I., Mycielski, J. [6] , existence of solution used by Han X. S [7] , the question of existence (see [8] ), and asymptotic behavior of solution (see [13] ) for the following initial boundary value problem
By constructing an appropriate Lyapunov function, we obtain the decay estimates of energy for logarithmic Higher Order Wave equation. So, the purpose of this paper is to obtain a decay estimate of solutions to the problem (1.1)-(1.3) in the stable set for which the solution of problem (1.1)-(1.3) decays exponentially. The key tool in the proof is an idea of Harux and Zuazua [11] and [12] and it has been recently used by Benaissa [9] and Gerbi [10] . This method is based on the construction of a suitable Lypanov function and this kind of Lypanov function is a small perturbation of the energy. By using method Gorka [3] obtained the global existence of weak solutions for all ∈ , ∈ to the initial boundary value problem.
Preliminaries and some Lemmas
We denote by ||. || the L (Ω) norm, and || . || the Dirichlet norm in . In particular, we denote ||.|| =||. || . We also use C to denote a universal positive constant that may have different.
for any ∈ (Ω) , (a.e. t ∈ [0, T )) and the following energy inequality of the weak solutions holds:
Denote: Proof: We introduce two functional ( ) and ( ):
We can simple see that
We can simple see that by using this Lemma (2.1) and with the combination of Galerkin method with it, we can see the proof of the theorem. Note = in equation 2.1 and using that
Now, we define the potential depth as 
Proof:
By the following energy inequality of the weak solutions holds in in-equation (2.2)
where we have denoted:
we have ( )) = ‖ ‖ + ( ) ≤ ‖ ‖ + ( ) <
Decay estimates of the solution
In this section we prove that the solution will grow as an exponential function in the (Ω) norm as time goes to infinity for small positive initial energy or (0) < 0. Noting 1 − /2 > 0 since 0 < < 1, and ‖ ‖ < ‖ ‖ (4 ( )), we get
